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SYLLABUS

E-mail: littvayl@ceu.edu
Mobile: +36 70 538-3683 (only call between 11am and 9pm Central European Time)
Class: June 5, 6, 7 and 11 from 9:00 to 3:10 (may change hours to accomidate defenses)
Office Hours: By appointment before or after class.

Summary

The course is designed to provide scholars with a basic understanding of multilevel (a.k.a. hierar-
chical or mixed) models. Special attention is given to the translation of theoretical expectations
into statistical models, the interpretation of results in multilevel analyses and the general use and
misuse of multilevel models in the social sciences. While the course is predominantly designed
to give you the knowledge of multilevel regression modeling, it does also arm you with the basic
tools to run multilevel models in R. Applications will include models with continuous and lim-
ited dependent variables in hierarchical, longitudinal and cross-classified nesting situations and
other advanced topics. The goal of the course is to offer a basic introduction and the foundation
for students to start using and critically assessing multilevel models and also have the ability to
independently discover and master advanced multilevel statistical topics.

Upon completion the students will have a basic conceptual understanding of multilevel modeling
and its statistical foundations. Students will be able to critically assess the appropriateness of such
techniques in their own and other people’s research and conduct multilevel modeling themselves
to the highest academic standards.

Pre-requisites for the Class

The class is open to both MA and PhD students (of any CEU department) as long as their prior
statistical training is equivalent to the materials covered in the Fall term political science MA
intro and applied statistics classes. (Equivalence can only be assessed by the instructor of this
course. Please send appropriate details for assessment.) MA students may need permission from
the director of the PhD program to enroll in the class. Assuming the above criteria are met, I
wholeheartedly endorse their enrollment into the course. (This is because the course at hand will
only be offered once every few years. Students may not have any opportunity to take this course
again even if they enter our PhD program.) If you are an MA student, understand this class is
taught at the PhD level. Make sure you are ready for this before you decide to sign up.

Auditors will have to do all assigned work (including the presentation) and will have to perform
on all criteria to acceptable level to receive an adequate passing mark for the class. Auditors will
not have to write a final paper. No dropping of the class or changes from grade to audit will be
allowed after the close of registration period. I will only consider requests to change from audit to
grade.

Learning Outcomes

The course covers both inductive and deductive form of models. It is designed to advance scholar’s
ability to comprehend and critique articles using multilevel models and to apply these approaches
in research. Throughout the course students’ use computer software (R) for conducting statistical
multilevel analysis. Understanding and application of the aforementioned techniques are applied
autonomously in a creative way. The course advances the scholar’s ability to contribute to the
development of political science in their home countries by applying the learned methods to analysis
of their home countries (or any other place for that matter) by acquiring cutting-edge approaches
and methods of multilevel modeling. Since multilevel data structures are not localized to political
science, the scholars immersed in the course will acquire the ability to expand both their own and
their field’s horizons by extending the their inferential understanding beyond the boundaries of the
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discipline. Statistical inference is universal in all of empirical sciences and therefore this course
will certainly expand the scholar’s view into an interdisciplinary vision of the world. The course
will expand the scholar’s ability to design, implement and write up a good quality research in a
thorough, rigorous and consistent manner. Methodologies, such as multilevel models covered by the
course advance the scholar’s ability even going beyond writing research proposals and formulating
research questions. The course will help students conduct actual empirical research. The final paper
(article) for the course is designed to advance the student in mastery of academic writing style and
argumentation in English: ability to use English grammar, vocabulary and style appropriate for
written academic products and ability to construct academic arguments. And in this final paper
(and also in other components of the course) we will use graphs and other visual communication
of results. In writing and also sharing the findings of the final paper students will advance their
ability to synthesize information, determine a focus point, discern the main line of argumentation
and orally present these. Their ability to generate logical, plausible and persuasive arguments,
connect, compare and contrast, ability to identify logical relations and mistakes of arguments,
ability to make appropriate analytical distinctions, (and etc.) will be advanced through the course.
Through this both students’ higher order thinking (such as to seeing patterns and generalizing from
facts) reasoned judgment will grow.

Evaluation of Student Work

Participation (preparedness & engagement in class): 10%
In Class Exam (June 11): 25%
Presentation of a Multilevel Design (June 11): 20%
Publishable Article (not required for auditors, due July 5): 45%

On a 100 point scale, the grading would be as follows:

A 94.00 – 100
A- 87.00 – 93.99
B+ 80.00 – 86.99
B 73.00 – 79.99
B- 66.00 – 72.99
C+ 59.00 – 65.99

It is an absolute requirement that you come to class, you stay engaged in class and that you come
to class prepared. If you will miss part of a day or come late for any reason, make sure I know
about it before the class. (Even if it is a few minutes before class.) Additionally, everyone will
have to present their individual project (executable research design) on the last day. There will
also be a closed book short (roughly page long) answer (4 questions, pick 3) exam in class that
day.
Final paper will have to include original research using one of the methodologies covered in class
based on the design you presented in class. It has to be of publishable quality adhering to the
submission guidelines of one peer reviewed ISI ranked journal selected by the student. The sophis-
tication of the methodology used needs to be true to a PhD level statistical methods class. Topic
needs not be political science but has to be publishable in a peer reviewed ISI ranked scientific
journal. The manuscript will have to be appropriately anonymized if this is required by the journal
only identifying you via the file name. If journal asks for multiple files, ignore this request and tag
additional figures and tables on to the end of the manuscript. Journals generally ask for papers
no longer than 4000-8000 words. For specific maximum paper length, please check the journal’s
guidelines.

Important Notice

Complete academic honesty is expected of everyone. Failure to comply with this requirement
will result in automatic failure in this course (and subsequently in the program) and additional
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disciplinary action on higher levels. This is an American university and American standards
will be applied. For more information about these standards see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Academic dishonesty (READ VERY CAREFULLY!)

All assignments are to be done individually. You can talk about how to do it, but none of the
actual work can be done in a group. Any evidence to the contrary will be investigated.

REGULAR CLASS SCHEDULE

Week Topic Required Readings*

June 5, Session 1 Intro to Fixed Effects Brambor et al (2005)
June 5, Session 2 Intro to MLM Steenbergen and Jones (2002), Luke (2004) Ch1-2
June 5, Session 3 Building MLMs Stegmueller (2013)
June 6, Session 1 Centering Enders and Tofighi (2007)
June 6, Session 2 More levels, limited DVs Luke (2004) Ch3
June 6, Session 3 MLM in R
June 7, Session 1 Dealing with Time Singer and Willett (2003) Ch1-7
June 7, Session 2 Cross-Classification Fielding and Goldstein (2006)
June 7, Session 3 Panel & Cross-classification in R 2
June 11, Session 1 Advanced Topics Partial & Multiple Membership, MSEM
June 11, Session 2 Presentations
June 11, Session 3 Exam

Books

Luke, Douglas (2004) Multilevel Modeling. SAGE

Singer, Judith and John Willett (2003) Applied Longitudinal Data Analysis: Modeling Change and
Event Occurrence. Oxford University Press

Articles

Brambor, Thomas, William Roberts Clark, Matt Golder (2005), “Understanding Interaction Mod-
els: Improving Empirical Analyses”, Political Analysis 13:1-20.

Enders, Craig K. and Davood Tofighi (2007), “Centering predictor variables in cross-sectional mul-
tilevel models: A new look at an old issue.”, Psychological Methods 12(2):121-138.

Fielding, Anthony, and Harvey Goldstein (2002), “Cross-classified and Multiple Membership Struc-
tures in Multilevel Models: An Introduction and Review.”, Research Report No. RR791, Depart-
ment for Education and Skills, United Kingdom. http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/6469/1/RR791.pdf

Steenbergen, Marco and Bradford Jones (2002), “Modeling Multilevel Data Structures.”, Ameri-
can Journal Political Science 46(1):218-237.

Stegmüller, Daniel (2013), “How Many Countries for Multilevel Modeling? A Comparison of Fre-
quentist and Bayesian Approaches.”, American Journal Political Science 57(3):748–761.

Reference Texts

Raudenbush, Stephen W. and Anthony S. Bryk. (2001) Hierarchical Linear Models: Applications
and Data Analysis Methods (2nd ed). Newbury Park, CA: Sage.

Hox, Joop (2010) Multilevel Analysis: Techniques and Applications, Second Edition. Routledge.
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